
Step 
into the 

future



 

Best available technology at a 
reduced cost
Suitable for all pressure classes 
and international flange standards
Less leaks and lower fugitive 
emissions
Reduced inventory
Minimised risk of incorrect gasket 
installation
Reusable, less waste 

The Halo Seal comprises a sealing element based on Kammprofile 
technology and a unique, reusable outer ring. This revolutionary feature 
allows the sealing element to be easily removed and replaced - reducing 
the life cycle cost considerably and eliminating the dramatic price 
differential between a Kammprofile and a spiral wound seal. The 
product is designed to accept a common sealing element for each pipe 
size, regardless of pressure class or international flange standard, 
reducing inventory and minimising the risk of installing the wrong gasket. 

The Halo Seal is a revolutionary, patented 
sealing product which delivers low 
emission technology and high integrity at 
a cost normally associated with less 
effective sealing systems.
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Benefits of the Halo Seal



Removal
The Halo Seal’s revolutionary 
design facilitates the easy removal 
of the sealing element from the 
outer ring. Pressure applied to the 
seal releases it from the outer ring 
and separates the two components.

Replacement 
The release of the sealing element 
can be conducted at the flange, 
or the gasket can be taken to the 
stores were the element can be 
removed and replaced. The locating 
tab allows the guide ring to be left 
on the flange after disassembly; a 
new sealing element can then be 
attached and the gasket reinstalled.

Refitting
A new sealing element clips easily 
back into the guide ring (if correctly 
fitted the seal will spin). Because the 
sealing element is common across 
all pressure classes and international 
flange standards, inventory is
reduced and the risk of incorrect 
gasket installation greatly minimised.

The Halo Seal element is common across all pressure classes and flange 
standards, reducing inventory and minimising the risk of incorrect 
gasket installation.

How it works



Contact us for pricing 
and availability and for 
further information on 
how the Halo Seal can 
assist your plant to reduce 
its environmental 
impact, lower its inventory 
and save money.
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Thickness

Core   3 mm

Outer Ring   2.5 mm

Facing:   0.5 mm

Materials

Core   316L. Other materials available on request

Outer Ring  304L Other materials available on request

Facing:   Graphite, PTFE, PG-Therm, PG-Therm  & Graphite, Silver

Dimensions

                                 To suit:  B16.5, B16.47 A & B, BS 10, DIN, JIS. Non-Standard sizes    

                                 available on request.            

Flange

Surface Finish:  3.2 to 6.3um Ra (125-250 RMS)

Technical Information


